
Commercial Aviation

Jeppesen JetPlanner Pro
Reduce cost and increase efficiency through optimized flight planning.
JetPlanner Pro is a powerful end-to-end flight planning and dispatch operations solution that reduces 
operating costs through advanced route optimization, which minimizes fuel costs, and increased 
manpower  efficiency. Optimized flight plan creation is streamlined through a built-in business-rule 
automation system, and for manual planning, a modern, intuitive dual-screen interface with graphical real-
time weather. JetPlanner Pro’s client-server architecture provides resiliency and scalability for demanding 
multi- user environments. Integration with external services such as scheduling, crew briefing, fuel analysis, 
maintenance and crew scheduling provide a comprehensive operations environment.

Increased efficiency in flight planning
JetPlanner Pro delivers the functionality for demanding flight 
planning environments.

 e Multiple scenario analysis for optimized route planning in  
complex airspace.

 e Intuitive graphic interface with dual-monitor display for creating, 
visualizing and modifying flight plans quickly.

 e Rules-based configurable automation frees dispatchers to work 
on high-value tasks.

 e Advanced messaging system streamlines integration with 
Jeppesen and third party systems.

 e Desk management simplifies balancing dispatcher workload, 
improving efficiency.

 e Superior situational awareness through customizable 
charting display including rubber-band routing and real-time 
graphical weather.

 e Personalized screen layouts increase user productivity.

 e Innovative NOTAM management that factors NOTAMs in route 
optimization.

 e Client-server architecture provides greater business continuity and 
scalability for future growth.

JetPlanner Pro helps boost your bottom line
 e Lower operational cost through reduced fuel consumption,  

flight times and overflight charges.

 e Increased passenger satisfaction through improved disruption 
risk management.

 e Automation drives up productivity by allowing dispatchers  
to focus  on the most challenging flight planning problems.

Service and support value
Jeppesen offers full consulting, training, implementation and technical 
support through our global Customer Solutions team, available 
24 hours a day.

Part of an integrated portfolio
JetPlanner Pro is part of the most robust flight optimization portfolio      
on the market today, offering end-to-end efficiency through all 
phases of flight.
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Learn more about what we offer.
For more information about Jeppesen JetPlanner Pro, please visit jeppesen.com/jetplanner-pro or contact your account manager.




